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Who is Elric?
Elric Inu is a fictional character and the protagonist of the manga
Fullmetal Alchemist created by Hiromu Arakawa. Edward,
nicknamed the Fullmetal Alchemist, is the youngest government
alchemist in the history of the fictional country of Amestris, having
gained his admittance at the age of 12. He is also the main
protagonist of the Fullmetal Alchemist franchise.
To become and stay a State Alchemist, the applicant must
demonstrate his/her abilities in front of several military officials, and
pass a written exam and psychological evaluation. If the applicant
scores high enough, then he/she will be admitted into the program,
and the Fuhrer will bequeath a title to the Alchemist based on
their abilities.

A LESSON WITHOUT PAIN HAS NO
MEANING. ONE CANNOT GAIN
SOMETHING WITHOUT SACRIFICING
SOMETHING IN RETURN. BUT ONCE YOU
HAVE OVERCOME IT AND MADE IT YOUR
O W N … Y O U W I L L G A I N A N
IRREPLACEABLE FULLMETAL HEART.

What is Elric.Inu then?
Elric Inu is a community-driven platform promoting financial
well-being by empowering people of all ages and cultures to be in
control of their money and create their own wealth opportunities.

What is its main aim? Why is it necessary?
The main aim is to move away from strict social structures and
traditional understanding. That is why decentralization is very
crucial in this process. Time passes and as disruptive applications
and technologies take over the conventional precedent gaming
and art industry; Our main goal is to get on board in this
Revolutionary Step that our generation is facing.
We committed ourselves to the principles of being fully
community-driven, fully transparent, and completely trustworthy.
We are here for the long run, that is why we value our team
members and investors.
Elric Inu is a community token, will be
fully decentralized by the temptation of
distributing all tokens in pre-sale process.
The project will be developed in the
direction of NFT series to give one of a kind
fans an experience of the journey of Elric.

NFT and Metaverse
NFT, also known as a non-fundable token, is a data unit that
confirms t ha t a d igit a l a sset is unique a nd t herefore not
interchangeable. NFTs can be defined as an unconventional and
permanent method of storing artifacts forever. It is stored in a
digital ledger called “blockchain”. ELRIC INU will also serve as a
DAO of the entire Fullmetal Alchemist world's NFT collection in
the Metaverse. A metaverse is a visual universe that enables
various activities. Exhibitions, auctions, meetings, concerts, and
many other activities will be only a few steps away from us in this
universe in the future. Of course, Elric also takes its place in the
world of the future.
First Come First Serve!
So get ready and don’t be the odd one out!

TEAM
Our team has a strong set of skills and many have worked for
large financial companies specializing in marketing. extension and
create a wallet. Then proceed to fund your wallet with BNB. Make
sure you have enough gas fees.

Smart Contract
The contract is built with maximum anti-bot along with
anti-whales max buy and max sell system
to dominate the market, and add to
that contract will be Renounced right
after launch, anti-rug for everyone's
safety

Enterprise Fırst Minded Dev Team
Thanks to our 5 years of marketing experience fueled by our
hard-earned deep marketing mindset; we’d definitely be the first
to display the impressive growth record amongst the gems as a
community token.

PANCAKESAWP
By far the most popular decentralized exchange on Binance
Smart Chain, PancakeSwap, has become somewhat of a
phenomenon in the blockchain space in recent months, thanks to
its massive liquidity, wide-ranging feature set, and sizeable user
base.
The platform is designed to allow users to securely trade
Binance Coin (BNB) and a massive variety of BEP-20 tokens
without relying on centralized services or losing control over their
private keys. As a decentralized exchange, all trades on
PancakeSwap are automatically executed via smart contracts —
completely eliminating counterparty risks.
Although the team behind PancakeSwap is completely
anonymous, the platform has been audited by several prominent
blockchain security firms — including Certik and Slowmist. The
platform is also completely open-source, since the PancakeSwap
website and smart contract code are open to public scrutiny.
Nonetheless, it is known that the team consists of more than a
dozen members, including two co-leads, and a variety of
engineers.

BUYING $ELRIC
Buying Elric-Inu is simple and it can be done in few steps.
Elric-Inu has already been listed on Panceswap. Follow these
simple steps to buy Elric-Inu tokens.

DOWNLOAD AND SETUP WALLET
You are going to need wallet first and foremost metamask.io
offers the most popular and functional option on the market, all
available in a browser extension.

BUY AND SEND BNB TO WALLET
Heat to trustwallet.com which should provide you the
opportunity to buy some Smart Chain BNB. Send that to your
Metamask wallet, and you are ready to trade on Biance Smart Chain

SWAP THE ELRIC-INU ON PANCESWAP
Head to exchange pancakeswap.fiance and click “Connect or
Unlock Wallet” at the top right corner to connect your Metamask
wallet. Follow prompts and allow PancakeSwap to view your
accounts and addresses

ADDRESS OF ELRIC-INU
Click on “Select a currency” above where it currently say “Enter an
amount” and paste in token address. Press the setting button that
you see at the top right corner of the center panel. Adjust slippage.

TOKENOMICS
Liquidity will be locked, the developer team will only hold 2%
to use for project marketing and the community will be the one to
decide the project.
Tax will distribute For Charity activities for humanitarian aid for
civilians in cryptoasset donations to an NGO partnership.

ROADMAP
STAGE 1
- BSC contract creation
- Launch at Unicrypt
- Lock Liquidity with Unicrypt
- PancakeSwap listing
- Introduce ELRICINU TOKEN
- AIRDROPS
- 3000 Holders

STAGE 2
- CoinMarketCap Listing
- CoinGecko Listing
- BSCscan Info Update
- Big Marketing Campaigns
- Market Cap Stable Above 50 million
- First Vote to Donate to Charities

ROADMAP
STAGE 3
- 40,000 holders
- Listed Elric Inu token on
small and medium
exchanges
- New partnership
- Preparing to list on major
exchanges
- Big Marketing Push
(i.e BTOK Ads)
- Update ON Trustwallet

STAGE 4
- Interview on TV and Radio
- Create NFT
- Big Marketing Push (i.e BTOK Ads)
- Update ON Trustwallet
- Android/iOs wallet with built-on
marketplace
- Update Moonmap new version

